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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
CoPP DND :
+ Deals with protection against DOS attacks
+ Uses QoS
+ Assists with packet forwarding by decreasing the load
*** keyword for copp is DOS, QOS and forwarding.. the rest you can add to MPP Select and
Place:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A server technician is setting up a 42U rack. The technician needs to install a 5U cable tray
spacer at the 42U position. Which of the following is the amount of space the 5U cable tray
spacer is taking up?
A. 8.75in (22.2cm)
B. 6.75in (17.1cm)
C. 11.75in (29.8cm)
D. 5.75in (14.6cm)
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3

Avaya Survey Assist is a multi-purpose application that allows you to easily create automated
voice and SMS surveys. It supports full integration into the Avaya Experience Portal (AEP) and
Proactive Outreach Manager (POM) for voice and SMS transactions.
Which two are current deployment options for Avaya Survey Assist? (Choose two.)
A. Single Box
B. Cluster Mode
C. Upgradable Single Box
D. Geo-redundancy
Answer: C,D
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